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Dear families and students,

Once again I would like to express my most sincere best wishes, and for
you to have a successful and gratifying school year.

In this first Letter from Jules I would like to point out our school’s main
strength, an asset which stands out and is unmatched in the educational
panorama of Tenerife: our students' ability to master 3 languages by
the end of our educational programme.

Bilingualism creates awareness in a plural world - so therefore what could
one say about trilingualism, which is the hallmark of our identity at the
Lycée Français International de Tenerife.

The LFI de Tenerife is an exam centre both for Cambridge (internationally
recognised) as it is for DELF/DALF. These are the facts:

-  DELF/DALF:  A2Prim  Session  in  December
2020 for 6ème: 100% success; Session in June
2021  for  CM2:  100%  success;  C1  session  in
February  2021  for  the  students  in  Terminale
and 8 students in 1ère: 97% success.

- CAMBRIDGE: Session in 2021 - 88% in C1; 76%
in B2; and 94% in B1.

- DELE: 100% success in B2 and 75% in C1.

In  the  Lycée  Francés  International  de  Tenerife  we  begin  multilingual
learning right from the start of PetiteSection (teaching in French, Spanish
and English). Our students, in addition to obtaining the Bachibac, achieve
a C1 or B2 level in English, French and Spanish. Due to this plurilingual
profile,  our  students  are  consistently  selected  in  their  university
interviews  and  are  able  to  enter  the  university  degrees  of  their
choice. In fact, the accredited and certified command of 3 languages is a
considerable asset with regards to integration in university life in France.

In addition to these certifications, such strong linguistic proficiency results
in one's  ability  to  understand foreign cultures,  which is  why numerous
French  guest  speakers  (authors,  actors,  dancers,  mathematicians,
researchers...) regularly come and converse with our students here at the
school.

Such a dynamic has been reinforced, over the last two years, with the
presence of a group of French university students, who will again be with
us  throughout  the  school  year;  and  who,  together  with  our  French
teachers,  help  our  students  to  better  acquire  the  language and learn
about  French-speaking  cultures,  offering  workshops  and  activities  to
improve fluency in their learning and linguistic competencies.

The health crisis has caused a temporary suspension in our relationship
with various French schools, but this year we have been able to resume
contact with a school in Valle de Loira, which will allow us to establish a
cultural exchange between our respective students.

In addition to being bilingual  with  their  command of  French,  we work
towards our students becoming “bicultural” - in other words possessing
concrete knowledge of French culture.

Regarding English learning, we have made it a top priority in our school
project:

- An English conversation assistant supports our 
expert native teachers by working on the 
students’ accent, pronunciation and the
development of their spoken communicative
skills in small groups and in an individualised 
manner.

- We carry out Cambridge mock tests and focus
on individualised progression.

- We have established links with the USA (Boston
High School,  Adelphy University  in  New York)  to
guarantee  a  strong  presence  of  English  in  our
school

- Other subjects are taught in English by qualified
teachers (Economy, ICT etc.)

In effect, our goal is trilingualism (including the students'
mother  tongue)  which  entails  an  everyday,  fluid  and
natural use of the language, allowing the transition from
one language to another with ease.

As you can see, in addition to the different pedagogical
methods  that  allow  the  acquisition  of  these  three
languages,  our  school  offers  an  authentic  and
exceptional  pathway through which  your  children  can
develop their mastery of an invaluable asset for their
future.

Hervé Saint Mézard

https://liceofrancestenerife.es/

	

